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GREETINGS: Volunteers Sara Cao (left picture) and Tiffany Wu visited Gansu July 2010 and got to know many children, including Niu Haixiong.

Foreword
“We are the children from the
big cities in the world – Shanghai,
Beijing and LA; they are the children
of the countryside – Gansu, Huining.
Multi-floor buildings, large
gardens, automobiles and hightechnology are the necessities; this is
our home.
Earth house, kale yard, donkey
cart, beds and desks are the only
furniture; this is their home.

We depend on others and live
an easy life. We are pampered and
spoiled like princesses and princes,
never truly understanding the meaning
of “cherish.”
They are poor but work hard
for a living. Having experienced too
much while too young, they have the
fortitude that does not match their age
in their eyes.
We enjoy the conveniences
modern technology brings; they are
almost prehistoric...”

Postscript

Composed by Tiffany Wu

“We were once like flowers in
a greenhouse, pampered, lazy, haven’t
experienced life. Having always been
protected by others, we don’t know
the world outside the greenhouse nor
do we know there is a desert in the far
out. However, after going through this
short exploration, we learned things
that are more important than the things
we learned or will learn in school.
Years later, we probably won’t be a

Turn to Page 9 to read more about volunteers’ impressions

volunteer traveling between cities and
the countryside, but at least we know
how difficult living a life is, and how
we should cherish what we have,
especially our lives.”

AHI Awarded
$15,000 From
Capital Group
By FENG LU
Volunteer

Edwards Lifesciences Gives
Angel Heart $25,000 Grant
By JENNIFER YANG
Volunteer

Last year, Angel Heart
International was granted $25,000
from the Edwards Lifesciences Fund,
which supports causes dedicated to
advancing education and quality of life.
Angel Heart received a Strategic
Grant, a program established to
broaden awareness of cardiovascular
disease and its treatment as well as to
subsidize the availability of access to
care for disadvantaged cardiovascular
patients.

On Nov. 11, 2010, AHI
volunteers Dr. Shouyan Lee and
Jennifer Yang attended Edwards
Lifesciences Fund 2010 Awards
Celebration in Irvine, CA, and met
with several chief managers of the
Edwards Lifesciences Fund. Lee and
Yang conveyed AHI’s thanks for
Edwards’ support, and Edwards
expressed approbation for AHI’s
thorough and genuine programs.
A team of Angel Heart
volunteers collaborated to update and
build upon last year’s Edwards grant
application, and with the combined

FUNDING: Jennifer Yang met John
McGarth , the corporate vice president
of quality of Edwards Lifesciences.
efforts of volunteers, AHI was able to
receive this year’s grant of $25,000
from the Edwards Lifesciences Fund.

In late October 2010, Angel
Heart International was granted
$15,000 from the foundation of The
Capital Group Companies.
The Capital Group is a global,
investment management firm serving
individuals, families, corporations,
governments and non-profit
organizations. Founded in 1931, the
organization now employs nearly
7,500 associates in 22 offices. Its
approach to charitable giving
celebrates the passion of its associates
who give generously of their time and
resources to serve the communities in
which they live and work. The
organization supports those efforts
with additional philanthropic giving.
[See Grant, Page 12]
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News Brief
What AHI has done since the last newsletter
May 22-23, 2010
Niu Haixiong and her parents left
Lanzhou for Beijing to see Dr. Liu
Yinglong, an expert in CHD. AHI
volunteers sent them to the Lanzhou
train station and received the family at
the Beijing train station.
May 24 – June 2, 2010
Niu Haixiong was admitted to Children’s
Heart Center at Anzhen hospital. After
careful examinations, Dr. Liu and his
team came to the conclusion that the
diagnosis of her CHD is pulmonary
atresia and that there is a good chance
her disease can be cured with surgery.
During her stay in Beijing, many AHI
volunteers helped with arranging her
medical treatment, visiting her at the
hospital, and offering encouragement
and comfort to her family.
June 3, 2010
Niu Haixiong was discharged from
Anzhen Hospital without surgery since
a critical device – a conduit – is not
available in China. AHI started the
effort to obtain the conduit for Haixiong.
June 22, 2010
Kevin Shao, an AHI volunteer and
Medtronic employee, sent an e-mail to
Medtronic management, starting a
campaign to ask Medtronic to donate
Contegra, a well-known conduit in the
cardiovascular market, to Haixiong.
June 23, 2010
Su Yang, a 3-year-old from Dingxi,
successfully underwent VSD repair
surgery at Gansu Province People’s
Hospital.
June 24, 2010
Ma Juan, a 5-year-old from Huining,
received surgery to correct her
Tetralogy of Fallot.
July 1, 2010
Su Yang was discharged from the
hospital.
July 5, 2010
Ma Juan was discharged from the
hospital.
July 13, 2010
Medtronic Great China has decided to
donate the conduit to Haixiong.
July 14, 2010
Chen Xiao, a 7-year-old, and Zhang
Caixia, a 17-year-old, successfully
received VSD repair and PDA closure
surgery. Volunteers from the United
States, Australia and New Zealand
accompanied the families during the
entire length of the surgeries.
July 15, 2010
AHI’s summer program volunteer team
visited Dingxi. Volunteers paid family

visits to Ran Yilei and follow-up visits
to Zhang Jiasheng, Ran Lihong and Zhu
Lina.
July 17, 2010
AHI volunteers paid a follow-up visit
to Liu Weijun’s home in Linxia, Gansu.
Weijun had surgery in November 2008
from Dr. Liu Yinglong in Beijing. His
recovery is excellent.
July 20, 2010
Dr. Shouyan Lee went to Beijing to
discuss Haixiong’s case with Dr. Liu
and Medtronic.
July 22, 2010
Chen Xiao and Zhang Caixia are both
discharged from the hospital.
August 15, 2010
AHI’s summer program volunteers and
Medtronic staff visited Haixiong’s home
in Huining. They also completed family
visits to Zhang Hongxia and Wang
Lintao in Huining.
August 16, 2010
Wu Rui, a 1-year-old with VSD, and
Ran Yilei, a 7-year-old with PDA,
successfully underwent surgeries.
AHI’s summer program volunteers
were with the patient families.
August 24-25, 2010
Ran Yilei and Wu Rui were discharged
from the hospital.
September 3, 2010
Wang Lintao, a 6-year-old, and Zhang
Hongxia, an 11-year-old, received
surgery.
September 16, 2010
Lintao and Hongxia were discharged
from the hospital. AHI has now helped
30 CHD children since 2008.
September 18, 2010
Ding Yaping, a 12-year-old, of Dingxi
was admitted to the hospital for
diagnosis and treatment. She has a more
complicated CHD condition.
October 4, 2010
AHI’s Gansu volunteers, along with
Principal Zhang of the Dingxi school
where AHI holds its meetings, visited
Li Yenfei, Peng Huiru, and Guo
Beixiao’s families.
October 8, 2010
Ding Yaping was discharged from the
hospital as her heart condition improves.
October 17, 2010
Principal Zhang visited Wang
Bangzhou’s family.
November 2, 2010
Bangzhou, a 15-year-old, and Huiru, a
3-year-old, underwent surgeries.
November 11, 2010
Bangzhou and Huiru were discharged
from the hospital. On the same day, Guo

RECOVERY: Dr. Lee followed up on Liu Weijun, who is recovering well.

Angel Heart Intl.

Mission Statement:
Angel Heart International is committed to serving children with congenital heart
diseases in China and other developing countries. We promise to do everything
possible for these children, working not only to financially assist them in attaining
life-saving surgeries, but also compassionately building an enduring network of
support for each child, leading them to their new futures.

Our Vision:
We seek more grassroots efforts to give love and care to the CHD children and
their families, and to go beyond simply providing medical services to them.
We seek collaboration with other charities and NGOs so that the children AHI
serves can later benefit from education, poverty alleviation and other relief
organizations. Our goal is to create a chain of care for these children.
Beixiao, a 2-year-old, and Zhang
Yongchun, a 6-year-old, are admitted
to the hospital.
November 16, 2010
Beixiao and Yongchun have
successfully completed surgery; Patent
Ductus Arteriosis and Ventricular Septal
Defect for Beixiao and Double Outlet
Right Ventricle for Yongchun.

BEAT: Ran Yilei gets a family visit.
November 22, 2010
Beixiao was discharged from the
hospital.
November 26, 2010
Yongchun was discharged from the
hospital.
November 30 – December 7, 2010
Dr. Lee went to Beijing to submit an
application to SFDA for permission to
use Contegra donated by Medtronic for
Haixiong’s surgery.
January 24, 2011
Li Na, a 2-year-old, successfully
completed surgery in Beijing Anzhen
Hospital as part of a collaboration with
A Life A Time Foundation (ALAF) and
other local volunteers.
AHI received a grant of $10,000 from
Ping and Amy Chao Family Foundation.
February 22, 2011
Zhao Yujie, a 14-year-old from Wuwei
county in Gansu, successfully
completed VSD repair surgery.
March 11, 2011
Upon request from AHI volunteers in
Beijing, AHI decided to grant special
assistance to Au Wenxi, a 4-year-old
who has complicated Tetralogy of
Fallot, in a joint effort with ALAF and
other local charities.
March 22, 2011
Dr. Lee visited Kunming to initiate
collaboration with ALAF to expand AHI

operations to Yunnan, taking Gui Huiqun,
a 6-year-old, and Tian Kunfu, a 14year-old, to Yanan Hospital. As agreed
between ALAF and AHI, all AHI
supported patients will follow AHI’s
process (i.e., family visit and hospital
stay support). ALAF will cosponsor the
surgeries and co-develop the local
volunteer team.
March 24, 2011
Huiqun successfully completed
minimally invasive VSD repair surgery.
March 30, 2011
Huiqun was discharged from the
hospital.
April 1, 2011
Tian Kunfu successfully completed
surgery for pulmonary stenosis and
VSD.
April 8, 2011
Seven Gansu volunteers visited Dingxi.
Six out of 15 children had follow-up
checks; of these six children, Ran Yilei,
Wu Rui, Peng Huiru and Guo Beixiao
recovered well, while Wang Bangzhou
and Zhang Yongchun need more
observations.Tian Kunfu was
discharged from the hospital.
April 17, 2011
The summer Gansu trip meeting was
held in Irvine, CA, with more young
volunteers applying for the two Support
Group trips in August.
April 23, 2011
Niu Haixiong went to Anzhen Hospital
with the intention of receiving relief
surgery since the application to use the
conduit was rejected and she was
experiencing a worsening condition.
April 25, 2011
Xia Mengyao, a 1-year-old from Minle
county in Gansu, successfully
completed surgery as AHI’s Gansu
operation expands to greater areas.
April 26, 2011
He Zhenghang, a 3-year-old also from
Minle, successfully completed VSD
repair surgery.
April 30, 2011
Niu Haixiong was released from the
hospital without any surgery. The risk
of the relief surgery was too high.
May 7-11, 2011
Dr. Lee and doctors from Anzhen
Hospital attended American Association
for Thoracic Surgery’s annual meeting
in Philadelphia, while Haixiong’s case
was thoroughly discussed.
May 15, 2011
An AHI strategy meeting was held at
the Ivymax office in Irvine, CA. Board
members and senior volunteers
participated in the meeting to discuss
improving AHI’s operations and
advocating for more volunteer
participation.
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One thousand ninety six days ago, AHI set foot on the yellow earth of Gansu, starting the first step of the
journey of Love and of Hope. On the winding path in the countryside of Dingxi and Huining, we vaguely
had a direction – we wanted to accompany the children we were going to help during this journey of life.
Now, after thousands of miles travelled in Gansu, after countless tears and laughter, we have held to our
mission of delivering love and hope. We have finally arrived at this point: with 34 lives saved, AHI has
completed the commencement stage of our operation. Next, we’ll focus on how to help more children and to
involve more volunteers while keeping the same high quality of our programs.

My Thanks
In the past three years,
through AHI, I am fortunate to have
met many new friends and to have
given new meaning to old friendships.
I shall never forget the joy in the
operating room when a heart beat
once again after the surgery; I shall
never forget the help and guidance I
received when winding through the

FIRST STEPS: AHI visited Gansu
for the first time in November 2007.
mountains and valleys in Dingxi and
Huining; I shall never forget every
touching moment shared with the kids
and their families: the helplessness and
hopelessness, the worry and hope, the
relief and laughter. The moments I
shared with our volunteers are still
vivid: the exhaustion and
accomplishment at 3 a.m. after
completing AHI’s website; the success
of every AHI gathering; the kiss of the
grant check after the first successful
Edwards grant application; the long
talks and prayers that paved the way
to today’s AHI; the trust that comes
with every donation check placed in
my hand. Volunteers contributed their
talents in music, accounting,
marketing, editing, etc. Every bit of
your efforts made today a true reality.
I am also privileged to know many

young friends who have learned about
sincerity, about hope and about a
lifetime of love during this journey.
I would like to take this
opportunity to thank every medical
professional I have had the honor of
working with during the past three
years; to thank every friend for the time
spent in the countryside of Dingxi and
Huining; to thank everyone who
offered encouragement and
suggestions; to thank every volunteer
whose participation made AHI
possible; to thank the parents who
received help from others yet delivered
the same hope after; to thank every
young volunteer and everyone who has
helped AHI with their generous
donations. I salute you all! I also want
to thank all the children I had the
opportunity of experiencing with them
the moment of life together.
But, I alone cannot represent
AHI in my thanks. The lives of 34
children, the gains we have made
during this journey together, numerous
hugs, laughter, tears and handshakes,
have already given you the best and
utmost appreciation, far above my
poor ability can add or detract.
Because of you, because of the
children, I shall be dedicated to the
task remaining before us – more
people shall go through this journey of
Love, of Hope and of Life.

helped each other, learned from each
other and grown together in life. As
many volunteers have experienced –
you will always remember them and
they will always remember you. It is
certainly an experience worth the time
and effort you put forward as many of
you can testify. So everything we do
in the next stage shall strengthen, not
weaken, this core of AHI’s value.
I have three suggestions for
AHI’s future operation:
1. Four Stages of Volunteering
with AHI
A volunteering experience is
only part of our life experiences.
Participation in AHI is not a long-term
mission for everyone. What we need
to do is to have our volunteers acquire
one of the best memories in their
involvement with AHI. There are four
stages when volunteering with AHI:
Stage 1: Undertake tasks such
as writing, website, fundraising,
reaching out, etc. The goal is to give
volunteers a deeper understanding than
simply glancing through AHI’s website
and newsletter. You will understand

more of AHI’s mission and operation
model through detailed, defined work
such as editing articles, compiling
webpages, preparing PowerPoint
presentations or editing video
segments. We’ll issue Community
Service Credit for the students for their
work with AHI.
Stage 2: Turn the “fairy tale”
you learn from the stories and pictures
into the reality of life by paying a visit
to Gansu, and by participating in family
visits and the surgery process. Every
one of our Gansu visitors can testify
to the awakening he/she has
experienced during their trip to Gansu.
Stage 3: Share the journey of
life and of love with one child, one
family. You can only achieve this goal
by devoting your time and love with
action and care. You would have
likely participated both in the family
visit and surgery process with the
child. After doing so, you will have a
piece of inerasable memory for your
whole life. Every time you call upon
this memory, it brings comfort and
warmness to your heart.
[See Letter, Page 4]

Next Stage
I would like to share some of
my thoughts conceived in the past
months about the next stage of AHI’s
operation. I greatly appreciate the
suggestions I received during my
seeking for AHI’s future.
By sharing the whole process of
surgery to recovery, our volunteers
have established a life-changing
connection with the children we
helped. The line between giver and
receiver of help has become
increasingly indistinct during the
journey, simply because we all have

FRIENDS: Accompanying Zhu Lina during every step of the process, AHI
volunteer Michelle Ding comforts her friend at the AHI meeting in Dingxi.
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Letter: AHI President Shouyan Lee Shares His Vision
FROM PAGE 3

Stage 4: Share your AHI
experience with your friends, introduce
and guide them into volunteering for
AHI.
After these four stages, your
AHI volunteer experience comes to a
full completion. You are welcome to
continue with AHI. More likely, you’ll
carry this experience to the next stage
of your life, making it more meaningful,
regardless of your calling.
Your AHI involvement for all
four stages would last six months to
one year. During the involvement, it
will require quality time for
approximately 80 hours. You will get
one of the most precious, most
memorable and most meaningful two
weeks in your life, if you give your time,
action and loving heart.
2. Board of Directors
The board of a non-profit
organization like AHI is usually greatly
overlapped with the executive team
while the board of a for-profit
corporation is usually separated from
the executive structure (PTA of your
school is an example). The reason for
the difference is that the board
decision carries no mandates to other
volunteers if not backed by leadership
actions from board members.
Considering the volunteering nature of
our board members, I propose the
following:
a) Board members are
volunteers who want deeper
involvements with AHI and must
nominate themselves. The board
member will be elected yearly at the
annual meeting or vote by e-mail.
b) As the leadership
requirement, board members must

By GEORGE HU
Volunteer

have completed or promise to
complete all four stages of AHI
volunteering.
c) The term for a board member
is one year, reelection allowed. This

started the restructuring by writing
standard procedures for some routine
tasks, setting up volunteer-only web
pages and common e-mail addresses
volunteering@
such
as
angelheartintl.org to allow easier

A SHARED ROAD: Dr. Shouyan Lee walking with Niu Haixiong's family,
sharing the journey with them and establishing a life-long connection.
proposal will give more volunteers an
opportunity for deeper involvement
and will also give the senior board
members a mechanism to retire and
to have a sabbatical.
3. Structure Building
Over the past three years,
AHI’s structure has been mainly
around one person. As AHI grows,
this structure has become more and
more of a bottleneck and obstacle
from more volunteers to participate.
In the next two years or as long as it
takes, our task is to restructure AHI
so that every willing volunteer can have
easier access to AHI’s tasks and
contribute his/hers expertise. We have

operation and better continuity. It,
however, is just the beginning. I would
ask for your suggestions and, more
importantly, your participation in this
restructuring process. We may have
paid staff one day. But the work for
the paid staff is only coordination,
management, training and
administration. The works listed in the
four stages of volunteering, especially
interfacing with the children, will
forever belong to volunteers. Although
it will be a learning process, our vision
is clear – to build a structure of more
volunteering and people participation.
Only with this kind of structure can
AHI help more children, touch more
hearts and go long miles.

Angel Heart Intl.

We are writing history
What AHI has chosen to do is
not easy. We complete our operation
this way not because it is easy, but
rather because we know it’s right.
After three years, we have witnessed
many hearts touched by AHI’s
approach. Dear friends, we are
changing some traditional stereotypes
about “charity.” When AHI was still
in the planning stage, I contacted a few
organizations. The conversation went
to donation of money in a matter of
minutes.
My reply was: “Because I have
a CHD daughter, I really want to
spend some time with the children. My
donation is going to be one of help.”
One responded to my request:
“We have never received a request like
yours before.”
Today, after one thousand days
and a few thousand miles, AHI has the
opportunity to set up such a platform
and mechanism that you can help the
needy, deliver love and hope – all
within your power, no matter you are
rich or poor; that you can purify your
soul and enrich your life through your
experience with AHI.
Let us build together, give
together, grow together, so this
journey of hope, of love and of life shall
benefit many people and last many
years.
--- Shouyan
Letter started on 11/15/2010,
the three-year anniversary of AHI’s
first Gansu visit, and completed on
the flight back to the U.S. after
Haixiong’s SFDA application was
submitted.

Angel Heart Expands Operations

Minle and Wuwei Counties
As Angel Heart International
grows, it is constantly looking for
opportunities to expand. Spurred by
the development of four new volunteer
groups, AHI was able to extend
operations into two more counties in
the province of Gansu. Originally

based in Dingxi County, AHI is now
active in the neighboring counties of
Minle and Wuwei – and has already
completed three surgeries in those
areas.
The expansion into Minle and
Wuwei was made possible by AHI’s

local volunteers there, most of whom
are new. One of these volunteers,
Qingwen Zhao, was introduced to
AHI during his father’s heart surgery
at the Gansu Province People’s
Hospital. There, he happened to
witness the recovery of Chen Xiao and
Zhang Caixia, two of AHI’s patients.
Seeing the support that volunteers gave
the children, Zhao decided to become
an AHI volunteer. Since that event, his
contributions to our Wuwei program
have been vital.
Similarly, Shi Anyi, a Minle
resident, found out about AHI through
our Chinese newsletter and helped with
the referral of our first patient in that
area.
New volunteers have always
been the central force in AHI’s
expansion, as they have kindly pitched
in with their help and given AHI the
opportunity to grow. Remember to
continue to spread the word about
Angel Heart – the more people
involved in AHI, the more children we

can help. Angel Heart hopes to
continue to expand in the coming years.

Yunnan Province
Because of a rewarding
partnership with the “A Life a Time
Foundation,” AHI has been able to
become very involved with surgeries
for children with CHD in the province
of Yunnan. The “A Life a Time
Foundation” has a very unique
relationship with AHI, locating needy
CHD children in the area and codeveloping the local volunteer
team.The surgeries have been
conducted Kunming's Ya'nan Hospital.
Near the end of March, AHI
was able to conduct surgeries for Gui
Huiqun, a 5-year-old, and Tian Kunfu,
a 14-year-old. Both surgeries went
through smoothly, with Gui Huiqun's
lasting only for about two hours. AHI
hopes to continue to implement its
operation model in Yunnan to help more
children in the future.

Children’s Stories

Angel Heart Intl.

Wu Rui (1 year old)

Operation Date: 08-16-10

Wu Rui is a 1-year-old boy living
in the Gansu Province of China
with his parents, grandparents and
great-grandparents. Their average
annual income is only 2,000 RMB
($301.90), which they make from
selling the crops they grow on their
farm.
Wu Rui was first diagnosed with
CHD when he was just 9-monthsold. He had gone to the Dingxi
Hospital to be examined for a cold.
After going to the Gansu Province
People’s Hospital for a second
opinion, it was determined that
Wu Rui suffered from Tetralogy of
Fallot, not excluding Patent Ductus
Arteriosis (PDA).
After they first became aware
of Wu Rui’s condition, his parents
were unsure of what to do. They
did not have sufficient funds to
pay for the enormous cost of the
surgery; however, they realized
the severe consequences of leaving
the disease untreated. Wu Rui’s
parents were referred to Angel
Heart International by the family
of a former patient, Zhu Lina. AHI
volunteers visited Wu Rui and his
family in their home on April 10,

2010. It was then determined that
Wu Rui would receive help from
AHI.
Wu Rui was admitted into the
Gansu Province People’s Hospital
in August of 2010 and had surgery
on Aug. 16, 2010. During surgery, it
was discovered that Wu Rui did not
have Tetralogy of Fallot, but instead
suffered from Ventricular Septal
Defect (VSD), which required a
much easier surgery to repair. The
surgery lasted for four hours. The
next day Wu Rui appeared to be
recovering well; he was awake
and alert when volunteers visited
him in the hospital. Wu Rui was
discharged from the hospital eight
days later, on Aug. 24, 2010.
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Chen Xiao (7 years old)
Operation Date: 07-14-10

father works in the fields and takes
care of her grandparents.
Last year, a common cold led to
Xiao’s diagnosis of congenital heart
disease. Her parents were not fully
aware of the potential danger of the
condition, and they couldn’t afford the
treatment either. After they learned of
AHI, Xiao’s parents reached out for
help. Chen Xiao’s family visit was
conducted on Nov. 1, 2009, and Xiao
underwent a successful surgery on July
14, 2010.

Chen Xiao is a 7-year-old girl
from a family of five comprising of
her grandparents and parents. She
had come into this family through her
mother’s third marriage.
The family’s main way of
living is through farming wheat,
corn and potatoes, with a typical
yearly income of 1,000 to 2,000
RMB. However, due to poor
harvest, this year the family is
estimated to earn less than 1,000
RMB. Low attendance at their
local village school forced its
closure. Given their financial
constraints, her parents tried
hard to keep Xiao in school by
taking her to a far away county
town school and spending 40
RMB a month on rent. As a
result, Xiao and her mother
spend weekdays in town and Fast Friends: Zhang Caixia (left) and
come home only during the Chen Xiao (right) bond as they receive
weekends. Meanwhile, her presents at the hospital.

Zhang Caixia (17 years old)

Operation Date: 07-14-10

Zhang Caixia’s family has four
members: her parents, brother and
herself. Caixia’s mother is deaf,
and her 19-year-old brother goes to
a technical school in Tianshui. The
average annual tuition and living
Having Fun: Ran Yilei (left) plays with Wu Rui (right) in the hospital.
expenses for her brother is close to
10,000 RMB ($1,493).
The family owns no cattle, and
their planted wheat and potatoes
are barely enough for their own
Operation Date: 08-16-10
food supply. Their house was
damaged in the 2009 earthquake
surgery. With eight family members in Sichuan, and they had to borrow
sharing three dilapidated houses and about 23,000 RMB ($3,433) to
only four of them earning money, build two rooms. Caixia’s illness
Yilei’s family can barely feed greatly impacts her family, with
themselves. They only earn about her father no longer going to major
cities to work and only doing some
4,000 RMB every year by planting masonry work nearby. On top of
crops and doing temporary jobs; yet supporting their son’s schooling,
they still owe 3,000 RMB to their Caixia’s parents have no other
relatives. Though Yilei is very well means to come up with the money
behaved both at school and at home, for their daughter’s surgery.
her deadly heart disease prevented Caixia is 17 years old but only 3.2
her from continuing a possibly feet tall and in sixth grade. She had
been suffering from chronic nose
wonderful life and achieving her bleeds prior to being diagnosed
dreams.
with CHD.
Yilei’s family was first introduced Caixia has been sick constantly
A quiet girl of age 7, Ran Yilei to AHI by the father of Zhang since birth. Colds and nose bleeds
was diagnosed with patent ductus Jiasheng - the first child AHI helped. often brought her to the county
arteriosis in April 2010. Her family After several family visits, AHI hospital. She was diagnosed with
first learned of her illness when she decided to help cover the cost of CHD at the Dingxi hospital after a
severe nose bleed in April 2009. Her
was brought to the town hospital for the surgery. Ran Yilei successfully parents had very limited knowledge
a cold. However, though they knew underwent surgery on Aug. 16 and of the disease and were not aware
the consequences of not receiving recovered nicely afterwards. She of the consequences should it be
proper treatment, they could do was discharged from the hospital left untreated.
nothing but return home because on Aug. 24, ready to pursue a happy Caixia was never properly
treated after her diagnosis. Her
they had no money to pay for the life.

Ran Yilei (7 years old)

hospitalization had cost the
family 7,000 RMB and another
hospitalization afterwards cost
3,000 RMB, creating a huge
financial burden on the family.
The cost of the surgery is an
astronomical figure to them.
Luckily, with the help from Angel
Heart International, Caixia got
the surgery she needed to cure her
disease in July 14, 2010. Prior to
the surgery, Caixia was extremely
scared but received encouragement
from doctors, nurses and AHI
volunteers.
The surgery was very successful,
and Caixia appeared to be in good
spirits and physical condition
afterwards. Other than a little fever
and a sore throat, she recovered
very well and was released from the
hospital on July 16.
In a letter to AHI, Caixia expressed
how grateful she is for all the
people who reached out to her
and gave her a healthy life again,
writing, “Gratitude and smiles will
accompany me for the rest of my
life.”
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Zhao Yujie (14 years old)
Operation Date: 02-22-2011

Zhao Yujie, a 14-year-old
boy, was born on Aug. 8, 1996
and lives in the Wuwei county of
Gansu province. He often gets the
cold, pants, sweats and experiences
chest pains when he does physical
exercises, such as farm work—he
was diagnosed with congenital
heart disease on Nov. 24, 2003.
Yujie currently lives with his
grandmother, father, mother and
sister, whose house income totals
6,000 RMB per year. With this

low income, his family does not
have sufficient funds to pay for his
surgery, which will cost around
20,000 RMB.
His family first found AHI
through the referral of a friend. AHI
volunteers made their first family
visit on Oct. 27, 2010 to assess the
family’s financial situation. Even
with the help of their relatives,
Zhao Yujie’s parents collected
only 3,000 RMB for the surgery,
so AHI decided to help pay for the
rest of the costs.
Zhao Yujie successfully
underwent surgery for his
congenital heart disease on Feb.
20, 2011. With the tender care
of his family, relatives and AHI
volunteers, Zhao Yujie recovered
very well after the surgery. He
was released from the hospital on
March 10, 2011.

REVISIT: Zhang Hongxia (right) received a follow-up visit from AHI
volunteers on June 11, 2011, nine months after her surgery.

Zhang Hongxia (11 years old)
Operation Date: 09-3-2010

EXAMINATION: Dr. Xingguang Liu inspects Zhao Yujie (right) by
checking his heartbeat.

Gui Huiqun (6 years old)
Operation Date: 03-24-2011

Gui Huiqun, a charming
and timid girl of 5 years, was
diagnosed with ventricular septal
defect. As a small child, her father
died from drug abuse, and shortly
after, her mother left to remarry.
Since then, Gui Huiqun has been
living with her aging grandparents
who are struggling themselves to
survive. Her grandmother takes
care of Gui Huiqun, while her
grandpa, the only one in their
household who works, farms in the
fields. Gui Huiqun’s condition has
caused her to get sick very often
and prevented her from attending
physical education classes. Gui
Huiqun’s family was referred to
AHI through Dr. Wang, the local
village doctor.
As part of a collaboration
between AHI and ALAF, ALAF
first visited Yunnan on Nov. 4,
2010, to evaluate the family’s
financial situation. What they
found was a family barely

Zhang Hongxia is a vividly
intelligent yet quiet girl of 11. She
was diagnosed with congenital
heart disease at 3 years old when
she went to see a doctor for a
supposed cold. Her heart condition
affected her studies and physical
activities for many years prior to
the surgery.
Hongxia lives with her
mom, dad, younger sister and older
brother in a three-room clay house
on an eight-acre farm. Her family
has a limited income, with the
father working in a remote region
of Mongolia while her mother
works on the farm. Together, they
had just enough savings to pay the
400 RMB for Hongxia’s hospital
visit in February this year, though
far from enough to pay for the
treatment. The family’s financial

hardships proved the greatest
barrier to the cure of Hongxia’s
condition, until Niu Haixiong’s
father referred them to Angel
Heart. Hongxia received her
surgery and was released from the
hospital on Sept. 17. She has been
steadily recovering her physical
strength from then on and is now
very active, constantly smiling
with rosy cheeks.

One Big Family

able to make ends meet living
in a dilapidated old house. Still,
this did not affect Gui Huiqun’s
grandparents’ determination to cure
Huiqun of VSD. Her grandfather
even told a volunteer that if there
was not enough money, he could
sell his cow and scrape by whatever
else he could get. With the financial
and emotional support of all the
volunteers, her family and her
friends, Gui Huiqun successfully
underwent surgery on March 24,
2011. Today, Gui Huiqun is a
healthy happy girl, living her life to
the fullest.

COMPANIONS:Angel Heart volunteers (from left to right) Kaidy
Long, Albert Lee, Julia Li, Vanessa Jiang and Michelle Ding, get to
know children (from left to right) Zhang Caixia and Chen Xiao.

Angel Heart Intl.
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Tian Kunfu (14 years old)
Operation Date: 04-1-2011

Tian Kunfu, a sensible and
brave boy of 14, was diagnosed
with congenital heart disease.
His surgery took place at
Yan’an Hospital in Kunming on
April 1, 2011. AHI volunteers
present at the hospital donated
blood for Kunfu’s surgery, which

went very smoothly. Before
being introduced to Angel Heart,
Tian Kunfu believed that his
heart condition was genetic and
impossible to cure. He was really
depressed and lost all hope.
After Angel Heart volunteers’
encouragement and financial
aid, Tian Kunfu successfully
completed his surgery and is now
recovering, extremely grateful
for the second chance at life. In
a letter thanking Angel Heart,
Tian Kunfu mentioned that after
his body fully recovers, he wants
to work and study hard and give
back to his community as a way of
showing his gratitude.

FAMILY: Tian Kunfu sits calmly in his home with his father at his side.
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Wang Lintao (6 years old)
Operation Date: 09-3-2010

Wang Lintao is 6-year-old
girl. She is shy in front of strangers
but extremely active at home.
She’s at the age when she wants
to have fun with friends, always
running and jumping around
during various activities. It’s
unfortunate that such a lovely child
was diagnosed with congenital
heart disease when she was just
3 years old. Lacking the money
to pay for the necessary surgery,
the family simply returned home
after the check-up and sank into
sorrow, fully aware of the severe
consequences if Lintao were not
to receive surgery.
Though there are six
members in her family, they only
earn 3,000 RMB a year. Lintao’s
father is a teacher and stays in the
village, while her mother works
in the cities to support the family.
Lintao’s grandmother is healthy
and can help with the farming.
Lintao also has a brother in middle
school and a twin sister. Despite
the large work force in her home,
the money they earn is barely
enough to pay for the fertilizers,
the three children’s school tuition
and the daily living expenses.

Owing their relatives 10,000
RMB and the bank 30,000 RMB,
Lintao’s family cannot squeeze
out any more money to pay for her
surgery. Though they have basic
health insurance, it does not cover
major illnesses such as Lintao’s.
As they silently and
hopelessly waited for Lintao’s
life to come to an inevitable
end, the family heard of Angel
Heart International through Niu
Haixiong’s father. The information
they learned gave them reason
to hope again, and through
AHI’s help, Lintao was able to
receive surgery and medication
in September 2010. She quickly
recovered and is now ready to
embrace a new life.

Correspondence
My name is Li Na, I was
born on Feb. 20, 2008 in Inner
Mongolia, and I consider myself
a strong and intelligent girl. I
suffer from several forms of
severe congenital heart disease:
secundum atrial septal defect
(inferior vena hybrid), muscular
ventricular
septal
defect
(apical), poor development of
the left atrium and left atrium
with abnormal echo, pulmonary
venous drainage, and severe
pulmonary hypertension.
In June 2009, the
Heilongjiang
Mudanjiang
Cardiovascular Hospital finally
gave me the results of my health
testing after a week of 64-slice
cardiac CT and ultrasound
examinations. When in the
testing room, the head of the
ultrasound examination room,
Ms. Shao, told me that in the 20
years of work she had done, she
had never seen a heart with as
complicated of a flow as mine.
Oh, I said before that I am a
strong child. I am really strong
because I like this beautiful,
colorful world, so I try again and
again to escape from the grasp
of my unfortunate predicament.
My most dire health
affliction occurred in May 2009.
During that time, I endured a
long-drawn fever for over a
week, as well as very severe
heart failure. I was not able to
drink or eat anything out of
anxiety. The doctors even had to

give me three doses of injections
every day in order to calm me
down enough so that I could rest
for a while. I had to sleep sitting
up for five days in a row because I
reached a point in my condition in
which I couldn’t even lie down to
rest. At that time, my doctor and
all of the doctors and nurses of
the Hulunbeir pediatric hospital
were worried for me because they
thought that my life was unable
to be saved. But, 20 days later,
I endured a miraculous survival
and regaining of strength. I am
strong, right?
I have experienced countless
similar situations. Because my
heart is in poor condition, I
also have poor physical fitness.
Ever since I was found to have
heart problems during my
hospitalization for pneumonia at
only four months of age, I have
been hospitalized more than a
dozen times, on average staying
for two weeks every two months.
Because I often have to use the
infusion pump to inject medicine
into my body, my hair is always
trimmed short, and my forehead
is covered with traces of needle
punctures. Taking a variety of
pills every day has become my
routine, and my pill intake is so
much more than even my salt
intake. Alas, fate has given me a
lot of suffering. But I still love the
world.
Eighteen months ago, the
doctor told me that I need to

VISIT: Dr. Shouyan Lee (left) meets with Li Na and her mom (right).
undergo surgery or I may lose the
chance of surgical aid. Because
my family has never had enough
money to pay for my surgery, the
procedure has been delayed over
and over. Now it has already been
23 months. Every day, my family
is there to serve me and try to find
aid for me. But my family already
owes too much debt because of
me, so no one is willing to lend
money to us now. Fortunately,
God is always there to help me,
and with the aid and guidance of
my aunt, my mother helped me to
fill in the application form, and as
of Jan. 11, 2010, I have already
successfully applied to the
children rescue program. Here I
want to extend special thanks for
the loving care and assistance of

Yu Ke, Sun Xuelian, Wang Jingjie.
My family and I sincerely thank
you for your concern and help
for me. I will stay strong! When
I am in better condition, I want to
personally thank you face-to-face.
Thank you!!
Help me, good people! I
need all of your help in giving me
a chance to have a better life! I
look forward to your good news!
---- Penned by Li Na’s Aunt Li
January 22, 2010
Update: There was a joint effort
between AHI and others to help
Li Na get the surgery she needed.
She received surgery on Jan. 24,
2011 and was discharged Feb. 3.
At the latest check-up, she was
recovering very well.
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Artist: Chen Xiao
Age: 7
Operation Date: July 14, 2010

Artist: Wang Lintao
Age: 6
Operation Date: Sept. 3, 2010
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thought I knew what I was in for when I got off that
“Iplane
in Lanzhou. I thought that what I saw upon my exit
Spring 2011

Vanessa Jiang
Trip With AHI:
July 13-16, 2010

at the airport was as much contrast to Sydney as I was
going to witness, but I could not have been more wrong;
it only foreshadowed the beginning of my adventure...

”

“Before recounting my involvement with AHI, something is to be made clear -- these people with illnesses are just like you and me. They are not
to be thought of as incompetent in any way because what I came to realise was that they are some of the brightest young children I have ever come
across, and there is no doubt that they hold great hope for the future. Both humorous and intelligent, they inspired the greatest piece of knowledge
I came to possess over the trip, which was that the best you can do as a helper is to not think of yourself as a helper. To really help these people in
suffering, simply being their friend is of utmost importance. Being sympathetic and talking to the patients as if they are sick or incapable is
pointless, and as their newfound companion, it becomes important for you to entertain them, to amuse them, to give them someone to trust. It
comes back down to these basics of love and compassion, so that the concept of the need for financial prosperity becomes irrelevant at this time...”

“And this brings me to another valuable piece of knowledge I obtained on this trip –

the
impact of this single dose of money on not only the patient’s health, but the overall living
standard of the family in a place so deprived of resources. Specifically, in visiting one
house in Gansu, I witnessed a residency that was half way through renovation, showing the
family’s improved financial situation after their child’s disease was cured with AHI’s support.
The oldest part of their home was literally a cave – a hole in some rock. The second part
was a more developed establishment, though still typically rural; a built-up structure with
two completely dust-ridden rooms, cement beds and water with bugs inside, both dead and
alive. And then finally there was this beautiful half-finished clean residence that was in
incredible contrast to the living conditions they were living in before the child’s surgery.
The surgery demonstrated only the beginning of a new life for this family...”

role on this expedition was of providing emotional support for these families, and about appreciating
“ Mytheirprimary
strength, concomitantly realising my weaknesses, and simply trying to understand what they might
possibly be going through. The parents showed what I would have thought to be beyond bravery, as did the kids.
I was completely dumbfounded by these children who did not cry, but rather showed courage...

“My first day in the Gansu province saw me visiting a local hospital, where resided two patients who were

”

to commence surgery funded by AHI the next day. Stepping into the room, I immediately felt the impact of
the not anxious, but anticipating ambience. The younger of the two patients, Chen Xiao, bounced over to us
and introduced herself. My reaction to this was one of astonishment. How is she not showing any signs of
fear? In conjunction with this courage of hers, her incredible cuteness, her curiosity in learning to use my
camera, and her smile that lit up the room struck us all by surprise, and I know that my admiration for this
child and respect for these families were significantly heightened here...”

“The final day of my trip with AHI was disheartening, yet at the same
time incredibly rewarding. It was a check-up of Chen Xiao and Zhang
Caixia’s progress. In saying that they both had successful surgeries, I had not contemplated the impact that heart
surgery would have on a person or how much energy would have been drained, especially as the two patients were
young and still growing. Both were weak, lying on their respective hospital beds hardly able to speak, let alone
move. Zhang Caixia was made to cough up phlegm as part of her revival treatment and because of her inability to
do so, a device was utilised where she would have to breathe in steam with the nurse hitting her back – lower back
to shoulder bone – over and over again in an attempt to stimulate the upheaval of phlegm. It was painful for me to
see her face wince every time she was hit. Nonetheless, she was on a road to complete recovery, and she was in
very safe and competent hands. We left that afternoon feeling both relieved and grateful, appreciative of their
successful surgeries...”

In the end, they strengthen you. My heart goes out to these people, as what
“they
have experienced would have broken any strong spirit. They are ready
to take on any challenges threatening them or their community, and they
know that they will get through it together by taking care of their brothers
and sisters. Words cannot describe the impact that this experience has had
on my life, and upon seeing the work that AHI does to help these kids, I know
that their stories can change you. I had the opportunity to experience and
witness a relatively newfound charity recognise the struggles of a family
and to make a difference on their lives, and for this I am eternally grateful.ddd

”
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Phillip Ma
Trip With AHI:
July 13-16, 2010

Angel Heart Intl.

“We formed a team for Angel Heart International, which

is called 'Beats of Angel Heart,' which included my dad,
my brother Victor, my cousin Mark, and my dad’s
friend’s kids, Henry and Margaret. We wanted the hearts
of the children with CHD to have the same beats as ours
and to pound vividly in the same rhythm as ours... ”

“On the second day, we went to the
countryside to visit more families of
children who have CHD. We first
stopped at Dingxi, where the AHI
office is located. We met children who
already had surgery, faces full of
happiness, and children who hadn’t
gotten the surgery yet, eyes perplexed.
What impressed me the most was a
boy called Chen Wenbo, who was only
6 years old and very talented. He
danced and sang for us...”

“We watched a movie about children
with CHD. The children in the movie
were really poor; some of them could
not stay in school and some didn’t
even have friends. Weak as they are
with the disease, a lot of them still
have to work with their parents on
their farm. I was very sad that some
of the children in the movie were in
such abject poverty that because
their family could not afford to give
them the kind of medical
treatment they need, they
would have to succumb to
death. Seeing, sensing and
feeling all these sadness,
pain and misery, my heart
was pouring out for them. I
felt a sense of duty to help
and support them. As Dr.
Liu said, “Love changes
everything.” Our love, our
efforts to help – no matter
how little it might be – all
together it would make a
big difference...”

“

“Throughout this trip, I have
experienced something that
I could never have imagined
before. I’ve seen poverty,
depression and desperation,
but I’ve also seen the desire
of life, love of life, and hope
of life. I believe that with
more and more support
from every one of us, we
will put more smiles on
those children’s faces.”

“ I watched Chen Xiao’s
for an
GATHERING
PLACE:
AHI
held
a
meeting
in
its
Dingxi
office
July
15,
father leave the room to
organization like Angel
where
volunteers
met
children
like
Liu
Haixia
and
Chen
Wenbo
(pictured).
have a moment to himself.
Heart International was a
first for me. Although I often did charity work back at Two days later, I learned an unexpected story. He was not
home as part of school duty, signing up for AHI during the the biological father of Chen Xiao. Because Chen Xiao was
summer gave me a chance to learn more about myself, born with a heart disease, she and her mother were shut
out of her own father’s house. Since then, her mother has
about others and about the world...”
gone through another failed marriage, partly due to Chen
Xiao’s medical expenses, until meeting the current father.
This family welcomed Chen Xiao and her mother. After
witnessing his care and love, I could only come to the
conclusion that Chen Xiao’s father regarded her no less
than his own children. Hearing this story, I thought, 'Wow,
this father is so great.' I respected him...”
“Volunteering

these four days, I came to respect these kids who,
“ In
despite going through such hardship, could still stay
optimistic, could still smile like they were the most
fortunate people in the world. While I looked at them,
I could believe it. I later felt a bit of this fortune
while looking at that scenery of mountains, and then I
came to understand that no amount of material wealth
would I ever exchange for a moment like that.

”

Julia Li
Trip With AHI:
July 13-16, 2010

Volunteer Diaries
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Sara Cao
Trip With AHI:
August 15-17, 2010
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experiences. It is a term often used – so often that it has come to
“Life-changing
be thought of as a cliché. Repeatedly – in books, movies, newspaper articles and
documentaries – the main character undergoes a life-changing experience that
leaves him or her a better and stronger person. We are so frequently taught
about life-changing experiences that we have almost become immune to their
impact. But this summer when I visited children living with congenital heart
disease in the Gansu Province in China, I truly did have a life-changing experience...

”

"It was a more than a three-hour ride out of the city and into the country. And even then, we were not
done traveling. We had to walk on a dirt path too narrow for cars to drive on for another hour in order to
reach the first patient we were visiting: Niu Haixiong. Niu Haixiong had been visited by AHI volunteers the
year before, so I had seen pictures of her and heard wonderful comments about her beauty and personality.
However, it wasn’t until I met her that I could truly comprehend what an amazing person she was. It was
true that she was an extremely pretty girl, but what drew me in was her bubbly personality. When I met
her, she was all smiles, trying to go around talking to everyone at once. Her positive attitude was infectious,
and soon, even though they were tired from the long walk, everyone was smiling along with this bubbly
12-year old..."
"We drove to the hospital, where we met
Wu Rei and Ran Yilei, two children who
would be undergoing surgery the next day.
Wu Rei was the first one I visited, and when
I entered his room, I found the 1-year-old
already sound asleep in his bed. I put the
little plush bear I had brought next to his
side and then stepped back to look at him.
He was so tiny, this little form stretched
out on the bed. Asleep, he appeared peaceful
and content, with not a worry in the world.
I wondered what it was like for this young
child, not knowing why he was sleeping in
this strange place on a different bed..."

"The next home we visited was that
of 6-year old Wang Lintao, who had
been recommended to AHI by Niu
Haixiong. She lives with her family
in a small house…
The children’s grandmother, with
tears in her eyes, came around to
shake everyone’s hands. She spoke
softly and in a local dialect I could
not understand, but it was obvious
that she was attempting to thank
us for coming..."

"Ran Yilei was still awake when we walked in and was excited to see us. The way her eyes darted
around the room, looking at each of our faces, it was apparent that she was a child with a lot of energy.
I gave her the presents I had bought – an assortment of school supplies – and it was amazing the way
her face lit up. Her reaction to the small presents I had given to her was worth infinitely more than the
money I had spent to purchase them. I could not imagine what a strange experience this must be for her.
At seven, she was able to understand some of her situation but not the majority of what was happening.
I couldn’t express in words the emotions I felt while standing there next to her bed, so I just smiled at her
and prayed that she would have courage for the next day..."

"The following morning, I woke up early to go to the hospital. The surgeons and
nurses at the hospital had been kind enough to allow me to look in on the surgery of
Wu Rei…When we entered, nurses were busily preparing everything for the surgery
– sterilizing tools, getting clean cloths and checking all the equipment. Wu Rei was
already in the room, under anesthesia. His entire body, except his chest, was covered
up with a cloth. All too soon, the surgery began. For the most part, the room was
intensely quiet, with the only sounds being the movement of the nurses as they
passed tools to the surgeons. Finally, after three hours, the surgery was completed.
There were sighs all around and smiles as the surgeons left the room, and the nurses
proceeded to clean up and prepare for the next surgery. Everyone was pleased with
the successful surgery..."
"I then walked over to stand in front of Wu
Rei’s bed. Two nurses helped him sit up. As I
looked at the little 1-year-old, I felt like I had
a special bond with him because I had been
with him as he underwent surgery. He stared
at me with alert eyes; I gazed back at him
with a feeling similar to pride. I was proud of
this young child, who had braved a surgery
and was now braving probably intolerable pain
as his body worked to mend itself after the
surgery. Yet, he did not cry. He simply sat
there on the bed and looked around at his
new surroundings in wonder..."

“The children of Gansu embodied a cheerful,

energetic spirit. They all had high
aspirations and hopes for a better,
brighter future. Their lust for life was
infectious, and as I think back to my time
with them, I am even more inspired to
pursue my own hopes and dreams. AHI
provided these children with a second
chance at life. I am grateful that as a
volunteer, I was able to be a part of this
incredible mission.

”
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AHI's Annual Financial Statement
Income

The Capital Group has been
one of AHI’s corporate donors
through its generous Associate
Matching Gifts Program. Additionally,
AHI volunteer Feng Lu, a Capital
Group associate, learned that the
organization also has a grant-making
program designed to create funding
opportunities to support its associates’
interests and commitments to nonprofit
organizations.
Lu quickly started discussing the
grant opportunity and application
process with Dr. Shouyan Lee,
founder of AHI, and volunteers Quan
Allen Cheng and Zhen Tian. The initial
grant inquiry started in mid-June, and
after interviewing Lu, the Capital
Group Local Contributions Committee
was very interested to learn about
AHI’s mission and commitment. The
committee was very supportive
throughout the application process.
Extensive work was done in the
following months to meet the grant’s
requirements. Lee, Lu and Cheng met
regularly to explain on paper in great
detail AHI’s mission and operation, as
well as its many success stories. Tian
and Cheng prepared the application
materials, which detailed AHI’s
qualification for the grant and its
program Mending Young Hearts in
Gansu (MYHG).

The application also stressed
AHI’s unique dedication to “quality
care, individual attention and
personalized support” for each child
and family, a feature that the application
team felt lies at the heart of all AHI
endeavors. Separate materials that
supported the application were prepared
by Lu and detailed his involvement with
AHI through the years.
The application was submitted
to the Capital Group by August 2010.
In the final stage of the process, Lu
personally presented AHI to the Local
Contributions Committee in late
October. Shortly after the
presentation, the decision was made
to grant the full $15,000 to AHI’s
MYHG program.
This achievement was a
synthesis of previous experience in
grant applications and collaboration
among volunteers. Past application
experiences helped greatly in providing
timely and adequate materials for this
application, while Lee’s insightful
explanations of and recent updates on
AHI’s operation helped demonstrate
the organization’s commitment to its
mission. Not only will the grant fund
operations for more CHD children, but
the experiences garnered from this
process will sure help AHI in future
corporate grant applications.
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$71,970.00
$24,114.64

Nonrestricted Public Support
Corporate Contributions - XHJ

$10,000.00

Investments
Interest-savings, short-term CD

$35.92
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$106,120.56
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Bank Fees to China
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